
Tilehurst Parish Council - Neighbourhood Plan 

Meeting Minutes 

19/06/2019, 19:30, Cornwell Center 

1. Agenda 
 

• Representation from members of the public 

• Apologies for absence 

• Declarations of Interest 

• Agree minutes of previous meeting 

• Matters arising from previous meeting minutes 

• Review status of action items from previous meetings 

• Project Plan update 

• Budget update 

• Communications 
 

2. Present 
 
Steering Group: 
 
Lynda Chater 
Peter Cross (Vice Chairperson) 
Kevin Page (Chairperson) 
Clive Taylor 
Fred Williams 
 

3. Representation from members of the public 
 
Ray Clayton raised the point about creating a definitive right of way (PROW) between 
Stoneham’s Farm and the Cornwell Centre.   
 
In the previous meeting Iain Jones suggested using the Facebook Site or Leaflets to 
publicise this request.   
 
Ray wanted to know if this issue would be included in the Neighbourhood Plan 
document and was informed that it had been agreed in the previous meeting that the 
document would include a section covering Public Footpaths.  A question will also be 
included in the survey. 
 
Ray said that he had been informed by the Definitive Map Officer at West Berkshire 
Council 10 people need to confirm that they have walked the path for over ten years. 
 
It was agreed that Iain Jones said that he would look into whether there are other 
ways of achieving the designation of the requested public right of way (PROW). 



 
4. Apologies for absence 

 
Alan Wade 
 

5. Declarations of Interest 
 
There were no declarations of interest. 
 

6. Agree minutes of previous meeting 
 

• The minutes of the previous meeting in May 2019 were reviewed and accepted. 
 

7. Matters arising from previous meeting minutes 
 

• The question of the role of Iain Jones was raised.  It was agreed that he should be 
asked whether he is willing to join the Steering Group. 
 

8. Review status of action items from previous meetings 
 

• None 
 

9. Review progress of the prioritised working groups 
 
The current prioritised working groups, with responsible Steering Group member(s), 
are as follows: 
 

• Infrastructure, Transport & Amenities 

• Education 

• Future Development Sites 

• Relationships 

Infrastructure, Transport & Amenities – Working Group Update 

No update. 

Education – Working Group Update 

No update. 

Future Development Sites – Working Group Update          

No update. 

Relationships – Working Group Update 

No update. 



Communications - Update (Lynda) 

No update.   

10. Project Plan Update 
 
No update. 
 

11. Budget Update 
 
Peter informed the attendees that there is a requirement to transfer the 
Neighbourhood Plan bank account to that of the Tilehurst Parish Council and he will 
be discussing the mechanics of this transfer with Jacky.  The reason for the change is 
related to the VAT status of the Neighbourhood Plan entity.   
 
A Good Exchange audit will take place in August 2019.  The Neighbourhood Plan bank 
account was set up originally set up as it was the only way to obtain funds from 
Greenham Common / The Good Exchange.  They are aware of the need to transfer 
the banking of the Neighbourhood Plan to the Tilehurst Parish Council bank account. 
 

12. Neighbourhood Plan Strategies / Objectives 
 
No update. 
 

13. Any other items 
 
Review and discussions on the latest draft of the Neighbourhood Plan Survey 
document.  
 
Liz Alexander had been invited to the meeting but had to make her apologies as she 
is on holiday.  However, she did ask a colleague (Tom Lawrence-Bright) to review the 
draft survey that she had been sent. 
 
The response from Tom was reviewed and it was agreed to review his comments 
alongside a copy of the draft survey. 
 
The first, main point, made by Tom was to establish the connection of the person 
completing the survey had to Tilehurst Parish i.e. does the person filling in the survey 
live, work or study in Tilehurst Parish. 
 
The current survey assumes that the survey is only for residents and is structured 
accordingly.  Should a further survey could be created explicitly for Business and 
Students?  

 
A long discussion took place regarding who the survey is to target and how should 
the questions be structured. 
 



It was agreed that survey can only be completed by people who live, work or study 
within the boundaries of the Parish.  Cover letters would have to be written for all 
three categories. 
 
A “Magic Number” is to be provided with every “Cover Letter” in order to anonymise 
the survey data.  The creation and validation of the “Magic Number” will be 
researched.  The idea being that every household will receive one “Cover Letter” 
containing the “Magic Number” and one paper “Survey Form”.   
 
Each resident of the household (over 16 years of age) will be permitted to complete 
the survey (paper or online) and must use the “Magic Number” from the “Cover 
Letter” that they received.   
 
This will allow the survey results to recognise that one or more residents had 
completed the survey for the household and handle the responses accordingly.   
 
Discussion followed as to how to prevent the irregular use of a “Magic Number” and 
how to check when the returns are received.  It was agreed that a general 
consistency check can be made based on the known number of qualifying residents 
living in a unique postcode.   
 
Other Neighbourhood Plans do not appear to provide a “Magic Number”.  They 
simply require that someone over 16 years of age complete the survey on behalf of 
the household.  This means that only one opinion is obtained.  Using “Magic 
Numbers” mean that more than one person in the household can express their 
opinion.   
 
It was agreed that the additional work in providing a “Magic Number” will be 
minimal and the number of opinions gathered could be greater. 
 
Surveys will be distributed by external organisation so that there is no way that and 
address can be linked to a “Magic Number”. 
 
It was agreed that a new Question 1 in the survey would ask if the respondent lives, 
works or is a student in the parish. 
 
Jacky informed Kevin that survey will be sent to 5,704 dwellings and it is expected 
that the number of responses would probably only be in the hundreds.  
 
Jacky has details of a company used previously for distribution of leaflets etc. 
(Abracadabra). 
 
Discussion as whether to use Tilehurst Directory but concern expressed about the 
fixed dates that are to be adhered to if using them to distribute.  
 
Distribution becomes difficult for roads that exist in and out of the parish. 
 



It must be made clear that survey is to be completed by an INDIVIDUAL and the 
response is the view of the person completing the survey as this is the premise for 
the structure of the questions asked. 
 
Following are images of the draft Survey.   
 
All of the comments made by Tom were considered but only those where a change 
was agreed are documented below. 

 
 



Question 4.  Problem with how accurate the responses will be.  If four people are 
resident and they all take complete the survey, but the data given by all respondents 
is different. How will the data be verified? 
 
 
 

 
 
Question 10.  Move Question 10 to after Question 7? Agreed 



 
 
Should the above questions be changed from “household” view to the “personal” 
view i.e. “do you” format? 
 
Should the form be split with a section for householders and section for individuals? 
 
The dilemma is that it would be easier to phrase the questions if using the 
householder as the target and more difficult if opening up the questions to each 
individual in the household. 
 



It was agreed that the “Householder” would be the focus of the survey but multiple 
individuals can complete their own survey allowing differing views to be expressed.  
The “Magic Number” will group the survey data to the “anonymous” household in a 
unique postcode.  Care will have to be taken when “summing up” the survey 
answers to eliminate any duplication / double counting. 
 
Question 13. Change “member” to “members” as there may be two members of the 
household who want to move out. 
 
Question 14 & Question 15. Allow multiple ticks. 
 
 



 
 
Question 19. Leave until general comments at the end of the survey? 
 



 
 
Question 22. Replace “None of these” with “Other” option. Capitalise 
neighbourhood plan! 
 
Question 25. Remove “None”. 
 



 
  
Question 27. Include Historic Environment and Natural Environment? Agreed. 



 
 
Question 28. Mixture of size and design related questions? Needs to be split out into 
two or more questions.  Also, include Question 27 into the mix.  Individual questions 
for Size/Design/Category/Materials?  Kevin will take a stab at rewriting. 
 



 
 
Question 31. Remove word “facilities”.  Include reference to map of Tilehurst Parish 
which Lynda has moved to www.tilehurstpcnp.org.uk/maps/survey1.html 
 
Question 33. Follow with a question about the number of employees in the business. 
 
Fred suggested that more time needs to be spent of the whole area of businesses 
with a view to what would be learned from receiving the survey data.  Also consider 
using data that is already available (ONS).  The survey should provide a more 
“perceptive” view of businesses in the parish. 

http://www.tilehurstpcnp.org.uk/maps/survey1.html
http://www.tilehurstpcnp.org.uk/maps/survey1.html


 
 
Question 36. Should have the option to add additional comments? 
 



 
 
After the results have been analysed it was agreed that they should be summarised 
and made available to residents, online, events. 
 
Discussion about how to inform the residents of the parish of matters related to the 
survey.  Agreed that the Tilehurst Directory would be a good option.  Discussion 
about testing/piloting the survey. 
 
Discussion about Cover Letter and the tweaking of some of the content. “Less is 
More”. Use references to further information on the website. 



Steering Group Members: 

• Lynda Chater (lynda.chater@tilehurstpcnp.org.uk) 
 

• Peter Cross, Vice Chairperson (peter.cross@tilehurstpcnp.org.uk) 
 

• Julia Gentle (julia.gentle@tilehurstpcnp.org.uk) 
 

• Joan Lawrie (joan.lawrie@tilehurstpcnp.org.uk) 
 

• Kevin Page, Chairperson (kevin.page@tilehurstpcnp.org.uk) 
 

• Clive Taylor (clive.taylor@tilehurstpcnp.org.uk) 
 

• Alan Wade (alan.wade@tilehurstpcnp.org.uk)  
 

• Fred Williams (fred.williams@tilehurstpcnp.org.uk) 

Meeting Schedule 

• The schedule of meetings is now available on the website 
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